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Submitting Names to the Temple
Using Family Insight with PAF

The following procedure is written for records on PAF.  It was developed first because so many
members in the valley already had records on PAF.  Some had been kept up to date with ordin-
ance data entered in as the work was done or entered from the IGI.  Other records were used to
submit names to the temple but little or no data was entered.  Some records were taken mostly
from the Ancestral file with or without ordinances.  Some of you have a file so large that it may
seem overwhelming to update your entire file.   Now some of you have new records of your own
research on PAF where you have not yet submitted many names.  Depending on your situation
you may not need to follow the procedure exactly.  Consider the following:

A Step 1 should never be ignored.

B If your file has been updated from the IGI, bypass step 2.

C If names have been submitted from your file, prior to the advent of new.FamilySearch, but
the ordinance data has not been entered it is best to not bypass step 2

D If your file came mostly from the Ancestral file, with or without ordinance data, your entire
file must be updated from the IGI.  The ordinance data in the Ancestral file is not official.  It
is best to do step 2 before step 1 because many ordinances were done with incorrect or
incomplete data. 

E If your file is so large that it seems overwhelming to update your entire file there are options
you can take: Your file can be divided.  You can select families to work on without dividing
your file.  If you have a very large file which came mostly from the Ancestral file your grand
children will not live long enough, as mortals, to clean it all up.  It is usually best to consider
that file as a resource only.  I would like to consult with you on these problems to find the
best solution for you.

F If you have a PAF record made in the last two years you can bypass step 2, but in step 3 have
Simple Update set to All Records, so you can remove “Sub date” etc. where necessary.

To be as sure as possible of not duplicating ordinances or missing needed ones I suggest the
following:

1 You need to have an accurate record of the names to be submitted.  You need to have your
records complete with dates and places as much as possible.  In as much as so many ex-
tracted records were submitted to the temple with christening dates only, it is best if you have
christening dates in your file so the search will find them.  For step 2, below, it is better if
your file is not updated to Standard Place Names because the IGI is not updated.  For step 3
it is best if your file is Standardized, but be very careful to not change to wrong place names
while updating.  If you do not find your correct place listed you can change to a standardized
country name, but leave all the lower level places correct.

2 Update your entire PAF file for ordinances using Family Insight, IGI.  If PAF Insight is
available you can use it.  (Although the IGI is not complete it is faster and easier than Simple
Update, and  misses less.)  Choose the best ordinance dates from all correct entries.  Where
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your file indicates an ordinance was submitted but you do not find an ordinance and you do
not have the card, remove that submission so it will show as needs ordinances in step 3. 
There you can update if an ordinance is found, or reprint a new card later.

3 Update your file for ordinances using Family Insight, Simple Update set to Needs Ordi-
nances.  (Needs Ordinances means that some ordinance is not done and that the person is
qualified.)  You may want to add other data to your  file, but be confident of the data you
enter.  Have the preference for new spouses or parents set to Ignore so you won’t acciden-
tally add them to your file.  For future use, it is good to have the PIDs entered.

3a Watch for names that appear to be combined in error.  If you suspect an error do not update
at this point.  Switch the Mode (on the Tool Bar) to Full Synchronization and search the
same name again.  Click on Separate, and separate the data if necessary.  While there make
the Match / Not A Match decisions and Synchronize.  Then switch back to Simple Update
and continue with step 3.

3b Update the best ordinance dates to your PAF overwriting any erroneous data.  Where there is
more than one PID you do not need to combine them, just make sure you have all the best
data in your PAF.

3c When no correct name is  found while updating, switch the Mode to Full Synchronization and
search again for that name.  When the name is not found, click on Add.  You can click again
on Search to put the PID in your file.  Switch back to Simple Update and continue updating
all that need ordinances.  Save and Exit. 

4 After your file is updated, the names still needing ordinances need to be synchronized.  From
your file, open FamilyInsight, Full Synchronization set to Needs Ordinances.  Make sure the
preference for new spouses or parents is set to Ignore.  On the left hand side look for the
synchronize symbol (º) that indicates some family members need to be synchronized.  The
Needs Ordinances list shows only those that are qualified for individual ordinances (B, E,
SP).  Look down to Marriages on your record to see if a spouse has the º symbol, and see if
the marriage date exists.  (There is a particular concern where an unqualified spouse needs
synchronization because many sealing to spouse ordinances were done from extracted
marriage records with a date and place of the marriage but little or no personal identifying
data.  The SS ordinance may be hard to find, especially where the wife was married a second
time using her first married name.)  Where the spouse has the º symbol proceed to step 4a or
step 4b.

4a. If you do not have a marriage date for the spouse and he or she is not in the Needs Ordinance
list, there is a reasonable chance that he or she is in the new.FamilySearch without identifying
data, but there is very little chance you can find him or her.  I suggest you do not synchronize
nor reserve that couple until you can find a marriage date.

4b. If you have a marriage date and the spouse is not in the Needs Ordinance list, I suggest that
you search again.*  There is a chance he or she will show up in new.FamilySearch.  Be aware
that there are often real matches with a percentage less than 50%.  You may find a possible
match listed as Unknown.  Check the children to see if any match the children in your file.
* (When you are searching in Full Synchronization you may find a possible match with no
choice to indicate Not a Match.  If that person is not a correct person then it is incorrectly
linked in new.FamilySearch.  Copy the PID then go to new.FamilySearch and delete the
relationship of that person from your family before continuing with Family Insight.)
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If a correct spouse does not show up you will need to do more basic research and add the
necessary data into your PAF so the spouse will be qualified and show in the Needs Ordi-
nance list next time you use Family Insight.

If a correct spouse shows up click on Match.  On the right side look below the spouse’s
name and see the drop down sign (w).  You can select Match with Spouse … to add data to
your file but you can not replace the spouse’s name that way.  You can Edit your file to
correct the name or you can choose the Add option to put the spouse into your file with all
the data then go back later to your PAF and Merge the two correct spouses.  If you do that
you will need to return to this entry and process it.

As you proceed through step 4b make all the Match / Not A Match decisions and
synchronize where possible.  Synchronizing will combine in new.FamilySearch all the
matched entries.

4c. Next look down the left hand margin for the green arrows indicating temple work needs to be
done, then look at the adjacent links.  If the right hand link is pink something has changed in
new.FamilySearch so that person needs to be updated again or synchronized to allow you to 
reserve it.  Also synchronize any links for persons where the links are clouded over.

5 Soon after your file is synchronized you should reserve names to submit.  From your file,
open FamilyInsight, Synchronization set to Needs Ordinances.  You should see all of the
names ready to be reserved.  For each name click on Reserve Ordinances.  The Reserving
Ordinances window will open.  You should see the ordinances you plan to submit indicated
as Ready.*  Check the appropriate boxes and click OK. If you have not read the Church
Policy Agreement, do so before proceeding.  Check the box then click on “Continue”.  The
Finalize Reservations window opens.  Verify that the listed people and ordinances are what
you desire to reserve and click Finalize to continue to the Ordinance Tracker Window. 
Verify the ordinances to be reserved, and click Done.  Back in Synchronization mode click
Save.  Repeat step 5 for your entire file or as many as you want to reserve then exit.
* (You may see “Needs Synchronization” instead of “Ready” for sealing to parents, and the
parents names are shown above.  This usually means that one or both parents are not
qualified for individual ordinances.  Look to see if your person has a christening date:

If your person has a christening date your search is probably as good as you will get.  You
can proceed without SP, or you can qualify the parents first by doing more basic research and
adding the necessary data into your PAF before returning to Family Insight.  Without a birth
or death date the computer counts the parents as living (even if the child was born in the
1500s) and will ask if you are the closest living relative.

If your person does not have a christening date he/she may have had the temple work done
from an extracted christening record with one or both parents entered but no identifying data
for them.  I suggest that you try to find a christening date and enter it into your PAF.  That
puts you back to the preceding paragraph.

6 Sign on to new.Familysearch, click on the Temple Ordinance Tab to view the reserved
ordinances, and print an F O R for as many as you can do in two months.  Have the cards
printed at the temple and follow through to see that the work gets done.

W. Ray Thornley – ThornleyR@juno.com


